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CHAIRMAN SPEAKS
Welcome to this, our first newsletter for 2020. I trust that you all had a great new year, however
looking at events over the last few months, it is definitely not the start to the year we hoped for, with
bushfires, floods and now this Corona virus.
Firstly, the bushfires have had huge impact on many many Australians, and we all know someone who
has been affected here. The Apex Foundation decided to help by assisting the Apex Association with
their bushfire appeal. The Foundation has promised to financially assist with the appeal by matching all
donations received by the Association, dollar for dollar to an amount of $25,000 in total. To date we
understand that over $26,000 has been raised. We sent an email to our members about this, and many
have helped. Some of our directors have been helping directly, as well as many Apexians and Clubs.
Early March, I travelled to WA and met up with three ‘Civilian Widows’ ladies and the CEO of Legacy
WA. I also attended an Association National Board Meeting and made a presentation at the ‘WA Apex
Catch-Up’ in Manjimup.
As for the Coronavirus, the board has had two teleconferences to discuss the wellbeing of our assets
and also keeping abreast with our investment portfolio which has obviously taken a lot of pain in the
past month. All I can say in this regard, is stay safe. There are a lot of messages coming from areas of
Government for us to follow, so I do not need to elaborate. Our next full board meeting is to be held
on Saturday, 18 April, 2020 via teleconference.
On behalf of the Foundation Board, all our committees, and staff, I express our sincere and heartfelt
condolences to Life Governor, Ray Vincent and his family on the passing of Kristine Vincent.
Please stay safe everyone.
Cheers,
Tony Wilshire
Chairman, Apex Foundation . Australia
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EDITORIAL

Bushfire appeal
Matching
dollar for dollar !
Dear Members - Apex Foundation
The first edition of the newsletter
for 2020 brings to the forefront,
once again, the close relationship
the Apex Foundation nurtures with
the National Association of Apex
Clubs of Australia. We continue to
support not only Association
projects but also those brought to
our attention by Clubs and
individuals. Examples of some of
these initiatives are included in
this publication.
Send your contributions to :
The Editor
by email
eo@apexfoundation.org.au
or by mail to
Apex Foundation
Level 5, 201, Kent Street,
Sydney 2000
Yours in Apex
Clement Fernandez
Executive Officer

I have been asked by Apex Australia’s National
President, Mick Godfrey to email members of
the Apex Foundation, to seek donations for
the Association’s National Bushfire Appeal.
The account details are in Mick’s following
message. Please note that the Apex
Foundation has committed matching DOLLAR
FOR DOLLAR for all funds raised here up to an
amount of $25,000.
Yours in Apex
Tony Wilshire - Chairman
Tel: 0447 090 505

Editor’s note:
The total raised to date of $54,378 comprises;
Apex Australia -$29,378 .
Co contribution by
Apex Foundation - $25,000
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In response to the continuing bushfire crisis gripping the country the
Apex Australia National Board has set up a bank account for clubs and
members past and present wishing to donate. Funds raised will be used
to support the rebuilding of these communities devastated by these
tragic circumstances.
The Apex Association has a proud history of supporting communities in
dire circumstances. From its humble beginnings in the Great
Depression to the many natural disasters including Ash Wednesday,
Black Saturday, the Queensland Floods as well as the evacuation of
Darwin following Cyclone Tracey on Christmas Day 1975, just to name
a few, Apexians have shone as a beacon of hope in times of need.
Once again, we call upon our remarkable members and The Apex
Foundation has committed to matching dollar for dollar up to $25,000
for donations made to this appeal.
Communities to support our nation at this time as we look to rebuild
our communities and hope for a swift end to the current situation.
I would like to pass on my admiration to members who are not only on
the frontline of these fires but also those who are working behind the
scenes to ensure that all Emergency personnel have food and drinks,
as well as those who are assisting families that are displaced by these
terrible events.
Your hard work and dedication to these communities is simply
invaluable and as an Association we are proud of what you are doing.
Donations can be made to
Apex Australia Charitable Fund
BSB: 032-099 , ACCOUNT: 138216
All funds will go directly to support families affected by this disaster.
As the long hot summer marches on I hope that everyone stays safe,
be careful and look out for friends, families and loved ones.
Yours in Apex
Mick Godfrey
Apex Australia National President
2019/2020

Apex
Bushfire
Appeal 2020
Apex Australia
National President
writes

Apex Australia National President writes:
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We are sad to report that Kristine Vincent, wife of Apex Life
Governor Ray Vincent and stalwart of the SHACK passed away on
Thursday night the 26th March after a long illness.
Kris, the matriarch of the Vincent family, dedicated much of her
70 years to the SHACK which was opened in July 1992. Even before
the opening, Kris made a valuable contribution in catering for the
many Apexians and local residents working on the construction,
being on site where possible, organising the unit interiors and
special needs. She spent many hours with Ray visiting Apex Clubs
in the search for funds and physical help for the construction of
the buildings.
For the next 22 years prior to her illness Kris, was the face of the
SHACK, working on the marketing, attending to the bookings.
Welcoming guests and attending to all the follow up work resulting
from the experiences enjoyed by all those underprivileged
children, their families and carers.
Kris, along with Ray, has established a very strong dynasty with 4
children and their partners, 13 grandchildren and 1 great
granddaughter who will support Ray in the difficult days ahead.
A Memorial Service will be organised by the Family when possible
in the future.
The Foundation will be forever indebted to Kristine for her
amazing contribution to the SHACK operation over many years.
With deepest sympathy.
Brian Powe
SHACK Committee
Apex Foundation Chairman 2017-2019

A tribute to
KRISTINE
VINCENT

Stalwart
of
the
SHACK
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Gawler Apex Club and Apex Foundation
remember man’s best friends
The Gawler Apex Club has started supporting local
farmers affected by the drought by distributing
free dog food. Last year they started their project
with 1 pallet of dog food donated to farmers near
Eudunda and Worlds End. They felt that everyone
was focused on farm fee or financial support for
the farmers but the smaller victims of the drought
– their dogs were left out.
The club donated two pallets of dog food – the first
was donated to the local farmers near Eudunda
who are doing things tough with the second sent
across as part of a larger shipment to the victims
of the recent NSW fires. With support of our local
supplier – each pallet costs $900.
The Apex Foundation funded $900 for another
pallet of dog food to the victims of the fires on the
Yorke Peninsula.
They have now been able to deliver a total of 3
tonnes of dog food to the victims of the Yorktown
and Cuddle Creek fires as well as assisting drought
stricken farmers in the Eudunda region.

Are you about to do your will?

Would you like to leave something for Apex?
Apex has done so many good things over the years.
The Apex Foundation continues on the work from past-Apexians
and directly supports Apex Club initiatives and projects.
If you would like to leave ‘something for Apex’ why not consider a bequest to the
APEX FOUNDATION COMMUNITY FUND or the APEX FOUNDATION CHARITABLE GENERAL TRUST.
Funds from both of these trusts can go to Apex Club projects.
For more information, please see our website
https://www.apexfoundation.org.au/get-involved/donate ,
Or contact
Clement Fernandez, our Executive Officer.
We can tailor something specially for you.
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Bringing cheer to a child
By Apex Foundation and Gawler Apex Club
Installed by

A 15-year-old boy, suffering from Epidermolysis Bulla, which is a very rare skin disease, came to the
attention of the Gawler Apex Club. His parents are struggling farmers who do not have the financial
resources to meet the support needed to care for their child.
To manage his skin condition, a special team of nurses change his bandages on a daily basis for which he
needs to be placed in a bath, the whole exercise taking approximately 4 hours. As part of the treatment,
they also needed a pool that could be filled with special magnesium salts to assist in the healing of the skin
and pain reduction.
The pool had been donated but Gawler Apex Club paid for all the costs associated with the installation of
the pool. In addition, the Club is in the process of constructing a shed over the pool so that the child is
protected from the sun.
To keep the power costs down, the Gawler Apex Club plans to install solar panels to heat the pool.
Towards this end, the Apex Foundation contributed $4,000 with the balance contributed by Gawler Apex
Club.

Apex Foundation and Gawler Apex Club bring cheer to a child
A 15-year-old boy, suffering from Epidermolysis Bulla, which is a very rare skin disease, came to the attention of ol.
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Towards this end, the Apex Foundation contributed $4,000 with the balance contributed by

Immunotherapy research

To treat late-stage melanoma patients
Final progress report on Hansol Lee - PhD Student
Part funded by Apex Foundation
Melanoma Institute Australia (MIA) is very grateful to APEX Foundation for its generous funding of a PhD
student every year. Since 2016, this funding has gone to Hansol Lee, who will be submitting his PhD Thesis
in the next few months.

HANSOL LEE’S RESEARCH IN 2019
Increasingly, immunotherapy is used to treat metastatic (late-stage) melanoma patients and is proving to
be one of the most successful therapeutic breakthroughs in the last few years. Using innovative drugs
designed to harness the body’s own defence mechanisms to fight the disease, immunotherapy is particularly
effective when combined with other cancer-destroying drugs. Due to a large extent to MIA’s success in
treating metastatic melanoma, immunotherapies are now increasingly being trialled for other metastatic
cancers.
Hansol’s research focuses on immunotherapy – specifically on two important immunotherapy drugs - AntiCTLA-4 and anti-PD-1.
These drugs have revolutionized the treatment of metastatic melanoma, with the overall survival and
progression-free rate of advanced melanoma patients significantly higher compared to chemotherapy. As
with all immunotherapy drugs however, exactly HOW these drugs stimulate the immune system to identify,
seek out and destroy melanoma cells remains a mystery. Only once this mechanism is fully understood will
it be possible to ensure that all patients benefit.
Hansol’s research focuses on a specific part of the immune system – the ‘innate immune system.’ Despite
its importance in initiating and sustaining an immune response, the innate immune system has not been
well researched in the past. Hansol’s project was designed to deepen the understanding of how the innate
immune system contributes to immunotherapy response, including:
-the role played by innate immune cells in augmenting a melanoma patient’s response to immunotherapies
-investigating ways to harness the power of innate immune cells to tackle immunotherapy resistant tumours
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Immunotherapy research
To treat late-stage melanoma patients
Final progress report on Hansol Lee - PhD Student

RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS IN 2019
-lead author on article in the prestigious medical research journal Oncoimmunology – “Integrated molecular
and immunophenotypic analysis of NK cells in anti-PD-1 treated metastatic melanoma patients.”
-co-authored article in Lancet Oncology (international oncology journal) – “Neoadjuvant dabrafenib
combined with trametinib for resectable, stage IIIB- C, BRAFV600 mutation-positive melanoma (NeoCombi):
a single-arm, open-label, single-centre, phase 2 trial.”
-co-authored article in Clinical Cancer Research – “Tumour mutation burden and structural chromosomal
aberrations are not associated with CD8+ T cell density or patient survival in acral, mucosal and cutaneous
melanomas.”

PLANNED PUBLICATIONS FOR 2020
-lead author in Nature Medicine – “Advanced melanoma patients with high CD16+
macrophages have better response and survival to anti-PD-1 based immunotherapy.”
-lead author in Annals of Oncology titled “Manipulating NK cells as future immunotherapy
targets for advanced melanoma patients.”
-has another four co-author and one lead author manuscripts in preparation for
Submission

RESEARCH PRESENTATIONS IN 2019
-poster presentation at the European Association of Medical Oncology (ESMO) Congress 2019 (Barcelona,
Spain)
-oral presentation at Sydney Catalyst International Translational Cancer Research Symposium (Sydney)

AWARDS
-awarded ESMO Congress 2019 Meeting Bursary ($2000)
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Juvenile Diabetes initiative for Apex Clubs
Apex Foundation Chairman seeks assistance

Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is an autoimmune disease that is unfortunately widespread across all of our
communities, with a large proportion of those diagnosed being children and youth.
Despite much research the cure appears to be well into the future.
Through the Apex Charitable Trust, your Apex Foundation has provided grants to research of $1.3 million
over 30 years.
Your Apex Foundation is aware that while research is important, those newly diagnosed with diabetes face
an incredibly challenging future and are very much in need of support from their community. For many
young families it is heart breaking. But with the right support it need not be.
With this in mind, your Apex Foundation has entered an initiative with Australia’s leading juvenile diabetes
organisation, JDRF, to ensure that support is provided by making counselling and literature available to
those in their time of need.
What we are asking is for hands on and NOT fundraising. It is largely “raising the awareness”, as follows:
1. Raise your Club’s awareness of the incidence of diabetes. Consider sharing more information about type
1 diabetes with your members. Please contact JDRF directly on peersupport@jdrf.org.au for an information
pack.
2. Appoint a Club member to research juvenile diabetes and then report to the Club. www.jdrf.com.au

In particular look at the mentor and support programs available through JDRF and run by a
network of volunteers. JDRF is always looking for Mentors to join their Peer Support Program
particularly in regional areas. If any of your members have experience living with T1D and are
interested in helping newly diagnosed families in their area, please contact JDRF to find out more
about how to apply to become a Mentor. Alternatively, if any of your members are living with T1D
and would like to connect with a Mentor and receive support, they can contact JDRF directly at
peersupport@jdrf.org.au
Material and support for this initiative is available from JDRF, contact Mirella Donaldson, JDRF
Community Programmes on 02 90206100.
Yours in Apex
Tony Wiltshire
Chairman, Apex Foundation
Editor’s note: Any donation to this worthwhile cause, however small, will be greatly appreciated.

Apex Foundation
Custodian of Apex’s past, vital to its future.
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Heart Of A Community, Hope Of A Nation
DONATION FORM

Name/s: __________________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________________________
Tel : Home_______________________________________Work ____________________________________
Mobile__________________________________________Email_____________________________________
Apex affiliation YES/ NO. If YES please advise which Club and whether you are a current or retired Apex Member
_________________________________________________________________________________________
I/we would like to support the Apex Foundation with :
Please tick 1 or 2 :
1. A one off gift
2. Monthly gift of: Please circle : $15 , $25, $50 , $100. Others _______
All donations over $2 are tax deductible.
Your donations will be allocated by the Apex Foundation Board to assist Apex projects.
However, if you would like any donation to go to one or more specific projects, please nominate here :
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Please send me more information on:
Please tick : □ Membership

□ Leaving a bequest to the Apex Foundation

The payment can be made in the following ways :
A.Name on card ____________________________________________Card number: ______________________
Expiry Date: ____________________________________ Signature: ___________________________________
B. Cheques made payable to : Apex Foundation Limited .
EFT/Direct Credit payable to : Apex Foundation Limited
Bank: Westpac Banking Corporation BSB: 032-099

Account No.: 122-900

APEX FOUNDATION LIMTED
Level 5, 201 Kent St Sydney NSW 2000 Tel: 02 9253 7775
Email: info@apexfoundation.org.au ABN:58 001 347 897
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